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Magical   UCaaS   Providers   Without   a   Quadrant  
By   Dave   Michels,   August   2019  

1. The   Gartner   Magic   Quadrant   for   UCaaS   2019  
1. Gartner   published   its   2019   UCaaS   Magic   Quadrant   (MQ)   in   July.   
2. The   2019   MQ   was   markedly   different   from   previous   years,   stemming   from   a   significant   change   in  

inclusion   criteria   that   added   four   vendors   and   dropped   seven   providers   (including   three   Leaders).   
3. The   major   change   in   inclusion   criteria   required   that   providers   u�lize   their   own   “proprietary”   UCaaS  

applica�on   stack.   “The   UCaaS   provider   must   design,   build,   upgrade,   support   and   operate   the   UCaaS  
pla�orm.”   This   provision   eliminated   any   provider   using   open   source   or   purchased   UCaaS  
applica�ons.   Nearly   all   of   the   dropped   vendors   u�lize   Cisco’s   BroadWorks   applica�on.   

4. The   inclusion   criteria   specified   UCaaS   scope   to   include   VoIP,   conferencing,   IM/Presence,   UM,   and  
mobility.   Vendors   can   obtain   some   aspects   of   the   solu�on   from   integrated   partners.   

5. Related   capabili�es   such   as   cloud   contact   center,   analy�cs,   and   team   messaging   were   considered   but  
not   required.   

6. The   changes   in   the   2019   report   imply   that   Gartner   believes   the   market   is   favoring   proprietary  
solu�ons   that   providers   control.   It’s   a   big   change.   

2. Understanding   MQs  
1. Gartner   publishes   some   250   MQs   per   year.   Each   MQ   follows   the   same   general   format.   The   two   major  

axes   are   Completeness   of   Vision   and   Ability   to   Execute.   The   underlying   categories   are   always   the  
same;   however,   the   analysts   adjust   the   category   weights   and   inclusion   criteria   to   reflect   sector  
dynamics.   

2. The   MQ   is   one   of   the   most   influen�al   analyst   reports,   as   it   compares   providers   head-to-head.   It’s  
conceptually   similar   to   Consumer   Reports,   but   for   enterprise   technologies.   

3. The   MQ   is   used   in   several   unexpected   ways.   For   example,   many   organiza�ons   limit   their   evalua�on  
and   vendor   considera�ons   to   MQ   Leaders   plus   incumbent   vendor(s).   

4. MQs   rank   vendors   based   on   Gartner’s   criteria.   Customer   evalua�on   criteria   will   likely   be   different  
than   Garnter’s.   For   example,   some   customers   may   value   bundles,   mobility   features,   security,   global  
reach,   etc.   differently   than   Gartner   did.   

5. Gartner   keeps   its   scoring   criteria   vague,   and   its   detailed   scoring   is   not   shared.   This   makes   it   difficult  
to   understand   if/how   its   evalua�on   aligns   with   customer   objec�ves.   

6. Mee�ng   the   Inclusion   Criteria   is   the   sole   determining   factor   for   inclusion.   Providers   are   not   given   the  
opportunity   to   opt-in   or   opt-out   of   an   MQ   report.   Providers   that   meet   the   Inclusion   criteria   are  
invited   to   assist   Gartner,   but   par�cipa�on   is   not   required.  

7. Gartner   sets   the   Inclusion   Criteria   with   the   intent   to   narrow   the   field   to   10-20   vendors.   That’s   the  
sweet   spot   for   an   MQ   report,   but   sector/market   reali�es   may   be   different.   

8. Although   there   is   a   persistent   percep�on   that   the   MQ   is   a   pay-to-play   report,   that   seems   unlikely.  
There   are   no   visible   links   between   the   MQ   reports   that   impacts   analyst   compensa�on.   However,  
vendors   that   subscribe   to   Gartner   programs   do   have   more   opportunity   to   interact/influence   the  
analysts   on   their   vision   and   progress.   
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3. Three   Magical   Providers   that   Deserve   Considera�on  
1. This   report   highlights   three   providers   that   were   not   included   in   Gartner’s   2019   UCaaS   Magic   Quadrant:  

Verizon,   Vonage,   and   Zoom .   
2. Verizon,   Vonage,   and   Zoom   are   building   momentum,   and   were   likely   on   the   edge   of   the   inclusion  

boundary.   
3. Gartner   lists   22   providers   as   “Notable   UCaaS   Vendors”   that   did   not   meet   this   year’s   inclusion   criteria.  

Fourteen   of   these   providers   were   specifically   excluded   because   they   run   third-party   call   control.  
Evidently,   the   other   eight   failed   to   meet   one   or   more   of   the   inclusion   criteria.   

4. The   MQs,   like   most   analyst   reports,   are   inherently   rear-facing.   They   review   past   performance   and  
developments.   Gartner’s   customers   favor   mainstream   and   proven   solu�ons.   Most   MQ   Leaders   tend   to  
be   strong   in   revenue   and   growth.   

5. Verizon   offers   mul�ple   UCaaS   services.   its   One   Talk   service   is   a   unique   blend   of   wireless   and   UCaaS.   One  
Talk   was   disqualified   due   to   the   use   of   Cisco   BroadWorks   within   the   solu�on,   however,   there   is   sufficient  
Verizon   owned   and   controlled   technology   to   merit   enterprise   considera�on.   

6. Vonage   presumably   did   not   meet   subscriber   requirements.   Vonage   Business   Cloud   (VBC)   was  
introduced   as   its   owned   and   controlled   go   to   market   UCaaS   offer   last   year.   Vonage   Enterprise   UCaaS   is  
powered   by   Cisco   BroadWorks   and   thus   ineligible.   Vonage   has   an   extensive   set   of   owned   and   controlled  
technologies   that   deserve   considera�on.   

7. Zoom   launched   Zoom   Phone   earlier   this   year   and   presumably   did   not   meet   subscriber   requirements.  
However,   Zoom   has   strong   brand   awareness,   and   the   feature   set   and   capabili�es   of   Zoom   Phone   are  
rapidly   evolving.   Zoom   offers   a   �ghtly   integrated   solu�on   that   deserves   considera�on.   

8. Addi�onal   notable   providers   not   covered   in   the   2019   MQ   are   listed   below.  

4. Verizon   One   Talk  
1. Verizon   One   Talk   was   launched   in   the   fall   of   2016   as   the   first   UCaaS   to   na�vely   combine   wired  

endpoints   and   cellular   endpoints.   The   concept   is   not   unique,   but   most   others   accomplish   it   with  
apps,   call   forwarding,   and   other   techniques.   One   Talk   is   a   na�ve   one-number,   mul�-device,   wired,  
and   wireless   UCaaS   offer.   

2. Verizon   One   Talk   was   excluded   from   the   MQ   because   Cisco   BroadWorks   powers   some   of   its  
telephone   features.   However,   a   considerable   amount   of   intellectual   property   involving   opera�ons,  
provisioning,   management,   applica�ons,   and   of   course   the   na�ve   integra�on   with   Verizon’s   4G   LTE  
wireless   network   arguably   makes   One   Talk   an   owned   and   controlled   stack.   

3. Gartner   recognized   Verizon   as   a   UCaaS   Leader   in   the   2017   and   2018   UCaaS   MQs.   
4. Consider   Verizon   One   Talk   if   enterprise   mobility   is   a   priority.   

Strengths  
5. Verizon   is   the   largest   wireless   provider   in   the   US.   Customers   can   obtain   na�ve   UCaaS   features   on  

wireless   phones   and   combine   with   so�phones   and/or   desk   phones   as/where   needed.   A   single   user  
can   have   one   or   many   devices   with   the   same   na�ve   number.   All   devices   support   internal   abbreviated  
dialing.   

6. Verizon   has   close   and   unique   partnerships   with   Yealink   and   Samsung.   These   endpoints   from   Verizon  
come   preinstalled   with   One   Talk   so�ware   that   simplifies   and   improves   the   provisioning   and   user  
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experience.   Android   devices   generally   and   Samsung   devices   specifically   provide   the   best   experience  
with   addi�onal   common   business   bu�ons   in   the   dialer   such   as   Hold   and   Transfer.   

7. This   UCaaS   includes   business   oriented   network   features   for   mobile   professionals.   Well   beyond   a  
basic   app,   users   can   benefit   from   advanced   mobile   network   features   such   as   mul�ple   numbers,  
advanced   rou�ng,   group   features,   and   more.   

8. Verizon   offers   a   broad   range   of   communica�ons   services   including   trunking,   networking,   mobile,   and  
complementary   services   such   as   Microso�   Office   365,   Google   G   Suite,   and   Cisco   Webex   services.  

  Cau�ons  
9. Although   One   Talk   fully   supports   iPhones,   restric�ons   from   Apple   limit   changes   to   its   na�ve   dialer.  

The   issue   is   experience   inconsistencies   between   iOS   and   Android   devices.   
10. One   Talk   is   a   voice-first   solu�on.   It   does   offer   video   services   between   apps   but   has   not   yet   released  

an   integrated   solu�on   for   mee�ng   rooms.   
11. One   Talk   is   primarily   intended   as   a   US   offer.   The   service   does   work   interna�onally   (for   travelers),   but  

has   limita�ons   in   assigning/por�ng   interna�onal   numbers.   
12. Verizon   has   poorly   marketed   One   Talk   due   to   its   dis�nct   go-to-market   paths   for   small   business,  

enterprise,   and   mobility.   Marke�ng   is   expected   to   improve   as   recent   leadership   changes   are  
fla�ening   and   consolida�ng   the   organiza�on   into   what   is   described   as   Verizon   2.0.   

5. Vonage   Business   Cloud   (VBC)  
1. Vonage   has   a   long   and   colorful   history   as   a   VoIP   provider   and   pioneer.   It   was   one   of   the   first   to  

educate   America   on   VoIP   via   colorful   television   commercials   in   2001.   It   con�nues   to   educate   the  
public   on   communica�on   possibili�es   by   building   and   integra�ng   services   that   are   commonly  
acquired   from   separate   providers.   

2. VBC   is   rapidly   expanding   beyond   business   telephony   services.   Largely   through   acquisi�ons,   Vonage  
has   a   strong   arsenal   of   owned   and   controlled   communica�ons   capabili�es   including   voice,   video,  
messaging,   programmable   communica�ons,   and   contact   center.   It   also   has   extensive   experience   with  
integra�ons   and   cloud   opera�ons.   

3. The   company’s   strategy   is   to   combine   these   services   is   known   as   OneVonage.   
4. Consider   Vonage   if   having   a   single   provider   for   UCaaS,   CPaaS,   mee�ngs,   and   CCaaS   is   a   priority.   

Strengths  
5. VBC   is   expanding   from   UCaaS   to   include   programmability,   messaging,   video,   and   contact   center  

services.   
6. Vonage   is   an   industry   leader,   as   in   the   industry   has   been   following   it.   Vonage   was   one   of   the   first   to  

offer   consumer   VoIP   and   switched   its   focus   to   business   services   before   consumer   drop-off.   Vonage  
saw   the   synergy   of   UCaaS   and   CPaaS   before   others   when   it   acquired   Nexmo.   Vonage   shi�ed   from   its  
BroadWorks   strategy   to   own-and-control   years   before   Gartner   shi�ed   its   MQ   requirements.  

7. Vonage   VBC   has   more   experience   than   presumed   of   a   one-year-old   applica�on.   VBC   replaced   Vonage  
Essen�als,   which   was   essen�ally   the   outcome   of   its   2013   acquisi�on   of   Vocalocity.   

8. VBC   is   one   of   the   newer   UCaaS   pla�orms   in   the   industry   and   features   a   modern   architecture.   It   was  
designed   with   microservice   and   built   to   run   on   AWS   cloud   architecture.   
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  Cau�ons  

9. The   VBC   UCaaS   and   conferencing   apps   are   loosely   integrated.   VBC   currently   bundles   Amazon   Prime  
for   conferencing.   Vonage   acquired   TokBox   in   2018,   and   will   use   it   to   complement   both   its   API  
development   services   and   its   applica�ons.   Vonage   Mee�ngs   (in   Beta)   is   expected   to   soon   replace  
Chime,   and   posi�ons   the   provider   with   a   video-first,   WebRTC-powered   offering.   

10. Vonage   acquires   faster   than   it   integrates.   VBC   integra�ons   are   immature   with   New   Voice   Media  
(CCaaS)   and   TokBox   (Vonage   Mee�ngs).   There   is   more   integra�on   with   Nexmo.   

11. Vonage   VBC   is   primarily   available   in   the   US   and   Europe,   though   services   are   available   globally.   
12. Vonage   VBC   is   a   UCaaS-centric   service.   It   is   largely   built   around   the   presump�on   that   each   user   will  

have   a   telephone   number;   thus,   services   such   Messaging   are   not   the   best   fit   for   employees   that  
don’t   need   phone   service.   

6. Zoom   Phone  
1. Zoom   Phone   launched   in   Q1-19.   It   shares   a   common   architecture   with   the   company’s   mee�ngs  

service.   In   August   2019,   Zoom   reported   there   were   over   1,300   paid   accounts   on   Zoom   Phone,   and   50  
accounts   with   more   than   500   seats.   

2. Zoom   is   a   video-first   provider.   Zoom   Phone   is   available   as   an   add-on   to   subscribers   of   Zoom  
Mee�ngs.   

3. Zoom’s   channel   is   rapidly   expanding,   and   a�rac�ng   large   partners   such   as   AT&T.  
4. Consider   Zoom   if   video   and   ease   of   use   are   priori�es.   

Strengths  
5. Zoom   is   proving   to   be   very   agile.   The   service,    launched   only   a   few   months   ago,   is   already   rela�vely  

feature   rich.   Isolated   telephony   features   o�en   sound   trivial,   but   users   expect   a   broad   feature   set.  
For   example,   Zoom   supports   features   such   as   abbreviated   dialing,   supports   over   50   “cer�fied”  
endpoints,   and   paging   —   these   features   are   not   available   in   MQ   Leader   Microso�   Teams.   

6. Zoom   has   proven   to   be   highly   innova�ve.   On   the   video   side,   it   was   the   first   major   provider   to   offer  
virtual   greenscreen   backgrounds.   In   voice,   it   was   the   first   to   release   transcrip�on   services   (via  
partnership   with   O�er.ai).   

7. Zoom   offers   rich   integra�on   to   external   contact   center   providers   Five9   and   Twilio.   This   includes   direct  
on-net   peering   rela�onships,   out-of-the-box   configura�ons,   and   overflow   des�na�ons.   More   CCaaS  
providers   are   expected   to   be   added.   

8. Zoom   is   younger   and   faster   than   most   providers.   A�er   its   successful   IPO   earlier   this   year,   the  
company   is   well-posi�oned   to   fund   and   expand   its   offerings.   In   terms   of   market   cap,   it   is   the   most  
valuable   enterprise   communica�ons   pure   play   provider.   

  Cau�ons  
9. Zoom   cer�fies   hardware   endpoints   but   does   not   sell   them.   End   users   wan�ng   physical   phones   will  

likely   want   to   work   with   a   partner   to   reprovision   exis�ng   or   source/configure   new   SIP   endpoints.   Of  
course,   physical   phones   are   op�onal.   Zoom   offers   so�   clients   for   desktops   and   mobile   devices.   

10. Zoom   does   not   offer   its   own   contact   center   solu�on   (it   directly   offers   mee�ngs,   messaging,   and  
phone   service).   It   has   announced   integra�ons   and   network   peering   with   Five9   and   Twilio   Flex.  
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11. Zoom   Phone   is   currently   only   available   in   four   countries,   and   it   can   take   years   to   become   an  
authorized   provider   in   new   markets.   However,   Zoom   offers   a   BYO   carrier   op�on   that   leverages  
in-market   domes�c   providers   for   PSTN   services.   

12. Zoom   has   limited   interoperability.   This   pertains   more   to   the   video   side   than   voice,   but   lack   of  
interoperability   and   standards   is   part   of   its   heritage.   It   does   support/embrace   SIP   endpoints   for  
telephony.   

7. 2019   UCaaS   MQ   Inclusion   Criteria   
1. See   the   MQ   for   more   detailed   explana�ons.   
2. A   shared,   proprietary,   and   mul�-tenant   applica�on   that   is   owned,   maintained   and   hosted   by   the  

provider.   
3. Integrated   services   for   VoIP,   conferencing,   IM/P,   UM,   and   mobility.  
4. Localized   availability   in   two   or   more   global   regions.  
5. Ability   to   support   customers   with   more   than   1500   seats.   
6. Capacity   to   support   250K   total   seats.   

8. Dave’s   Thoughts  
Key   Market   Trends  

1. Video-First:   For   most   of   its   history,   UCaaS   (and   UC)   was   the   centerpiece   of   enterprise  
communica�ons.   Increasingly,   the   strategy   now   begins   with   video.   Amazon,   Microso�,   Cisco,   Google,  
and   Zoom   have   all   recently   reposi�oned   UCaaS   as   an   add-on   to   video.   Voice-centric   approaches  
remain   dominant,   but   the   shi�   has   begun.   

2. From   real-�me   (voice   and   video)   to   include   near-real-�me   communica�ons   (workstream  
collabora�on).   

3. Mobility:   Capabili�es   and   expecta�ons   regarding   how   and   where   we   work   are   changing.   
4. Mega-vendors.   Historically,   the   communica�ons   industry   has   been   dominated   by   specialized   vendors  

and   providers.   Today,   enterprise   communica�ons,   including   telephony,   is   provided   by   some   of   the  
largest,   general   technology   vendors   in   the   world,   such   as   Amazon,   Cisco,   Google,   Microso�,   and  
Salesforce.   

5. Ar�ficial   intelligence   (AI)   technologies   are   already   creeping   into   enterprise   communica�ons   (voice  
assistance,   chatbots,   transcrip�on   services,   cap�oning,   and   more).   This   area   is   receiving   considerable  
investment   and   lurks   as   a   poten�al   disruptor   to   the   space   over   the   next   5-10   years.   

6. While   the   core   communica�ons   industry   of   yesteryear   consolidates,   there’s   a   Cambrian   explosion   of  
new   AI   and   WebRTC   powered   vendors,   generally   offering   emerging   and   cloud-delivered   services.   

7. Each   of   these   shi�s   comes   with   its   own   set   of   innova�ons.   Expect   rapid   changes   in   features,  
products,   and   vendors   to   con�nue.   

Other   Notable   UCaaS   Providers   not   Men�oned   in   the   UCaaS   MQ   2019  
8. These   three   providers   offer   compelling   UCaaS   solu�ons   that   presumably   just   missed   2019   Inclusion  

Criteria.   There   are   numerous   other   providers   with   compelling   services,   such   as:   
9. NFON:   Based   in   Germany,   consider   for   European-centric   deployments.   
10. Intermedia:   Offers   a   broad   range   of   services   including   email   and   file   storage.   
11. Ooma   Networks:   Consider   for   global   deployments.   
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12. PanTerra   Networks:   Smaller   provider   on   owned   and   controlled   technology.  

Final   Thoughts  
13. Vonage   and   Zoom   will   likely   be   included   in   the   2020   or   2021   MQ   as   they   will   grow   subscribers   on  

their   new   solu�ons.   
14. Expect   the   2020   MQ   will   place   more   emphasis   on   security   such   as   TLS   1.3   encryp�on,   one-�me  

passwords,   EKM,   SPAM/RoboCall   filtering,   audio   fingerprin�ng.   
15. Expect   that   conferencing   solu�ons   (voice   and   video)   will   also   become   part   of   the   owned   and  

controlled   technology   requirement   in   the   future.   
16. Gartner   typically   relies   on   a   revenue   minimums   in   its   Inclusion   Criteria.   Presumably,   since   UCaaS  

prices   are   dropping   and/or   the   services   are   being   bundled,   it   is   using   other   filters   such   as   geographic  
reach   and   single   stack   as   Inclusion   filters.   

17. UCaaS   is   commodi�zing,   but   not   dying.   Most   organiza�ons   s�ll   require   and   use   UCaaS.   
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